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  Eleventh Session, Commencing at 9.30am  

   WORLD  SILVER  &  BRONZE  COINS 

   3475 
  Albania,   two franga ari, 1935R (KM.17); Argentina, silver 
fi fty centavos, 1883 (KM.28).   Good very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne, fi rst toned.  (2)  

 $110 

      

 3476* 
  Argentina,   silver eight reales, 1815 FL (Potosi Mint) 
(KM.14).   Has been plugged otherwise good fi ne.   

 $150 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

    

 

 3477* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Guidobald of Thun and Hohenstein, 
(1654-1668), silver klippe quarter thaler, 1658, obv. 
GVIDOBALDVS. D: G:,... coats of arms under Legatenhut. 
rev. SANCTVS RVDBERTVS EPS...., throne of St. Rupert. 
(KM.161).   Attractive gold and grey tone, very fi ne or better, 
very scarce.   

 $250 

     

 3478* 
  Austria,   Austrian States, Tyrol, insurrection coinage, twenty 
kreuzer, 1809 (KM.149).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $120 

    

 

 3479* 
  Austria,   Ferdinand, thaler, (Prague) 1560 (Dav.8036).   
Unevenly struck, good fi ne.   

 $150 

     

 3480* 
  Austria,   Charles VI, silver quarter thaler, 1740, (KM.1666).   
Lightly toned, extremely fi ne or better.     

 $200 

   3481 
  Austria,   commemoratives, silver two schilling, (1931) 
Mozart, undated Seipel (1933), 1934 Dolfuss, 1935 
Lueger,  1936, Prince Eugen (KM.2847, 2849, 2852, 2855, 
2858), 1937 (KM.2859); silver twenty-fi ve schilling, 1955 
National Theatre (KM.2880); fi fty schilling 1959 Tyrol 
150th anniversary (KM.2888); 1967 Blue Danube, proof 
(KM.2902) this scarce.   Extremely fi ne - FDC.  (8)  

 $150 

   3482 
  Austria,   commemorative two schillings, Prince Eugen of 
Savoy, 1936, (KM.2858).   Uncirculated.   

 $40 
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   3483 
  Austria,   includes some Hungary and medals, 18th to 20th 
century, in small plastic album, includes crown size (18) and 
fl orins (9).   Fair - uncrculated.  (110)  

 $400 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3484 
  Austria,   partial type collection, 1858-1968 with many 
silver coins such as florins (2), 1860 and 1890, other 
commemoratives, two schilling (9) 1928-37, fi ve schilling, 
1938, twenty fi ve schilling (10), various other silver minors.   
Many uncirculated, overall very fi ne - uncirculated.  (66)  

 $350 
 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

   3485 
  Belgian Congo,   one centime, 1888, two centimes, 1888, 
fi ve centimes, 1887; one franc, 1944, two francs, 1944 
(KM.1, 2, 3, 26, 28).   The first and second with some 
mint red, uncirculated, the third with some fi ne hairlines 
otherwise good extremely fi ne, the fourth very fi ne and the 
last extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $150 
 Ex Mark Marshan Collection. 

   3486 
  Belgium,   Leopold I, copper centime, 1833 (KM.1.1); copper 
fi ve centimes, 1849 (KM.5.1); Leopold II, silver franc, 1886 
(KM.28.1); France, Second Republic, silver twenty centimes, 
1851A (KM.758.1); silver fi ve francs, 1850A (KM.761.1), 
Second Empire, Napoleon III, bronze fi ve centimes, 1862A 
and 1865A (KM.797.1); ten centimes, 1857B (KM.771.2); 
silver fi fty centimes, 1852A (KM.793); Modern Republics, 
silver two francs, 1881A (KM.817.1); French Indo-China, 
fi ve centimes, 1938 (KM.18.1a).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (11)   

 $150 

      

 3487* 
  Belgium,   Leopold I, one centime, 1835/2 overdate, (KM.1.2).   
Some mint bloom extremely fi ne or better, scarce.   

 $100 

      

 3488* 
  Belgium,   Leopold I, ten centimes, 1847/37 overdate, 
(KM.2.1).   Some mint bloom extremely fine or better, 
scarce.   

 $250 

   3489 
  Belgium,   Leopold I, fi ve francs 1849, (KM.3.2); Albert, 
twenty francs, 1931, 1932 both with Flemish legends, 
(KM.102).   Very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

   3490 
  Belgium,   Leopold I, half franc 1834, quarter franc 1834, 
(KM.6, 8); Leopold II, half franc, 1886, (KM.27).   Last, 
extremely fi ne, others fi ne -very fi ne.  (3)  

 $180 

     

 3491* 
  Belgium,   Leopold II, one franc, 1869, (KM.28.1).   Toned, 
extremely fi ne, scarce.   

 $150 

     

 3492* 
  Belgium,   silver pattern two francs, commemorating 25th 
Anniversary of Independence in 1856, coin alignment, French 
(Bruce XM6.1).   Nearly uncirculated and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $150 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3493* 
  Belgium,   copper pattern two francs, commemorating 25th 
Anniversary of Independence, in 1856, coin alignment, 
Flemish (cf.Bruce XM7.1).   Very fi ne and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $150 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3494* 
  Belgium,   silver pattern fi ve francs, commemorating 50th 
Anniversary of Independence in 1880, coin alignment, (Bruce 
XM8).   Bright, nearly extremely fi ne and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $150 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 
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   3495 
  Belgium,   copper pattern fi ve francs, commemorating 50th 
Anniversary of Independence in 1880, coin alignment, (Bruce 
XM8a).   Cleaned, reverse fi eld and corrosion fl aws, very fi ne 
and rare, comes with collector's card description.   

 $50 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3496 
  Belgium,   Leopold II, copper-nickel fi ve centimes, 1898 
(KM.41); silver fi fty centimes, 1898 (KM.26); Albert I, nickel 
twenty francs, 1931 (KM.101.1); Spain, Alfonso XII, silver 
peseta, 1883 (KM.686); Alfonso XIII, silver peseta, 1893 
(KM.702).   Very good - very fi ne and scarce.  (5)  

 $100 

     

 3497* 
  Belgium,   silver fi fty francs, 1935, Brussels Exposition and 
Railway Centennial, French legend, (KM.106.1).   Good 
extremely fi ne, comes with collector's card description.   

 $150 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3498* 
  Belgium,   silver fi fty francs, 1935, Brussels Exposition and 
Railway Centennial, Flemish legend, (KM.107.1).   Good 
extremely fi ne, comes with collector's card description.   

 $150 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3499 
  Belgium,   collection of coin types, 1882-1951, incomplete, no 
crown size but includes some twenty, fi fty and one hundred 
francs in silver.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (76)  

 $290 
 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

   3500 
  Bermuda,   crown 1959 (3), 1964; Hong Kong minors (3), 
Ireland, pennies (4) halfpenny, Jamaica halfpenny 1919, 
Malaya fi ve cents 1941 and ten cents 1939, 1941, 1950 
New Zealand crowns 1949 (4), Straits Settlements, minors 
of George V (11).   Fine - uncirculated.  (31)  

 $150 

      

 3501* 
  Bohemia,   Wenceslas II (1278-1305), silver groschen, Prague 
Mint, (3.94 grams), obv. crown with two circles of legend, 
rev. lion rampant, (Fiala 807 [Pl.XVIII).   Very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3502* 
  Bolivia,   Philip III, (1598-1621), cob eight reales, Potosi Mint, 
assayer Q, issued from 1613-1616, (Calico 145, Cayon 
4843).   Nearly very fi ne, scarce.   

 $300 

 Ex Robb Family Collection.  

     

 3503* 
  Bolivia,   Phillip III (1598-1621), silver eight reales, Potosi 
Mint (KM.10).   Toned good very fi ne.   

 $150 

 Ex Spink & Son London 1972 with ticket. 

     

 3504* 
  Bolivia,   Philip IV, cob eight reales, type of 16[5]2, Potosi 
Mint (21.74gms), Assayer E, variety with 1 PH 6 on reverse 
(Calberto 1041. Cayon 6460, KM.A20.6).   Waterworn with 
much pitting, struck on an irregular fl an, otherwise about 
fi ne.   

 $150 
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   3505 
  Bolivia,   Potosi Mint cob eight reales ex Consolacion wreck 
1681; water worn elongated cob eight reales, ex Vliegenhart 
wreck of 1735; Charles III, Mexico silver real 1783, ex 
wreck of El Cazador; two certifi cates, second with leafl et.   
Poor - fair.  (3)  

 $100 

     

 3506* 
  Bolivia,   Charles III, silver eight reales or pillar dollar, 1770 
JR (Potosi Mint) (KM.50).   Has been mounted otherwise 
nearly very fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3507 
  Bolivia,   Charles IV, silver eight reales, 1791PR Potosi Mint 
(KM.73); Charles III, silver two reales, 1773JR Potosi 
Mint, (KM.53); Republic, eight soles, Potosi Mint 1862FP 
(KM.138.6); Peru, Charles III, silver two reales 1788IJ, 
(KM.76a).   Very good - very fi ne.  (4)  

 $200 

    

 

part

  3508* 
  Bolivia,   four soles 1830JL (KM.96a.1), eight soles, 1861 
FJ, 1862 FP (2), 1863 FP (2) (KM.138.6).   Toned very good 
- good very fi ne.  (6)  

 $120 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

     

 3509* 
  Bolivia,   Melgarejo coinage, one melgarejo, 1865 (KM.146).   
Fine.   

 $90 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3510 
  Bolivia,   silver melgarejo, 1865FP (KM.146); Guatemala, 
silver peso, 1870, large R (KM.182); Haiti, silver twenty 
fi ve centimes, AN14 (1817) (KM.15.1); Uruguay, silver fi fty 
centimes, 1894 (KM.16).   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)    

 $230 

   3511 
  Brazil,   Joao, nine hundred and sixty reis, 1810 (KM.307.1).   
Traces of original Spanish Colonial eight reales visible, good 
very fi ne.   

 $100     

 

part

 3512* 
  Brazil,   silver 960 reis 1810 B overstruck on a Charles IIII 
eight reales (KM.307.1), Reform coinage silver two hundred 
reis, 1859, fi ve hundred, 1856 and two thousand, 1863  
(KM 469, 464, 466), two thousand reis, 1889 (KM.485), 
1908 (KM.508), 1913 (KM.514), 1922 (KM.523), 1934 
(KM.526), five thousand reis 1936 (KM.543).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (10)  

 $200 

   3513 
  British Honduras,   one cent - fifty cents, 1885 - 1946, 
including one cent, 1885; fi ve cents, 1911, 1912H, 1918, 
1919, 1936 (KM.16); ten cents, 1918, 1919 (KM.20); twenty 
fi ve cents, 1894, 1897, 1901 (KM.9), 1906, 1907 (KM.12), 
1911, 1919 (KM.17); fi fty cents, 1894, 1895, 1897, 1901 
(KM.10), 1906, 1907 (KM.13), 1911, 1919 (KM.18).   Poor 
- extremely fi ne.  (46)  

 $120 
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 3514* 
  British North Borneo,   bronze cent, 1907H (KM.2).   Red and 
brown uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $800 

      

 3515* 
  British North Borneo,   British Protectorate, one cent, 1907H 
(KM.2).   One small speck of verdigris near top of shield, 
underlaying traces of mint red, a few light scratches, good 
very fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

   3516 
  British West Africa,   George V, threepence, 1933, sixpence, 
1925 (KM.10b, 11b).   Both with a few verdigris spots but 
both with mint lustre, virtually uncirculated and scarce in 
this condition.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 3517* 
  British West Indies or Colonies in general,   anchor coinage, 
silver quarter dollar, 1822 (KM.3).   Attractive light tone, 
good very fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

   3518 
  Burma,   Eastern Tok Coinage of Nan, east of Chiengmai 
circulated in the Prae region, in Eastern Burma, (A.D. 
1615-1768), silver tamlung, (48.9 grams, 43mm), obv. disc 
of silver domed top, rev. opening below and small hole for 
stringing, (M.2804, Opitz p.254), a tin (9.5 grams) issue 
of Toungou dynasty (1486-1599) with animal both sides 
(cf.M.2794); together with Siam, silver different bullet 
money baht and smaller (8), porcelain pe gambling tokens 
all different varieties (14) and a large tin charm (57mm); 
Vietnam, Annam token piastre (cf.M.4542) in the name of 
Khai Dinh (1916-1925); a cowrie shell (Opitz p.118-9) and 
an ostrich egg money (Opitz p.246).   Fine - very fi ne, some 
scarce and rare.   (28)  

 $200 

   3519 
  Burma,   standard weights of the Burmese kings, Hantha bird, 
opium weight issued 19th century, weight 360 grams, height 
68mm, corresponding to twenty Kyats, others of 160, 160, 
150, 90, 34 and 19.5 grams (Robinson and Shaw, The Coins 
and Banknotes of Burma, Chapter 5, cf.pp.31-4 [fi gure 6 and 
13], cf.M.2829, Period C, D, E and K).   Very fi ne.  (7)  

 $150 

 Ex Jack Wallace Collection. 

     

 3520* 
  Cambodia,   Kingdom, bronze faung, (5.40 grams, 17mm), 
possibly believed struck at Battambang, early issue probably 
16-17th century, obv. Hamza bird to left, rev. plain, (cf.
KM.27, cf.M.3029).   Nearly very fi ne and very rare.   

 $120 

     

 3521* 
  Cambodia,   Kingdom issued, 17th -19th century, billon faung, 
(4.62 grams, 19mm), believed struck at Battambang ,obv. 
Hamza bird to left, rev. plain, (KM.27, cf.M.3029).   Nearly 
very fi ne and very rare.   

 $150 

     

 3522* 
  Cambodia,   silver tical (1847) (KM.37).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $250 

   3523 
  Canada,   Queen Victoria, silver fi ve cents, 1858 (KM.2); 
silver ten cents, 1870 (KM.3); silver twenty-fi ve cents, 1870, 
1872H, 1880H and 1886.   Fine - very fi ne and scarce.  (6)   

 $150 

   3524 
  Canada,   Queen Victoria, silver fi ve cents, 1874H and 1886 
(KM.2); silver twenty-fi ve cents, 1881H and 1882H.   Fine 
- nearly very fi ne.  (4)   

 $120 

   3525 
  Canada,   Queen Victoria, one cent, 1895, ten cents, 1880H, 
1888 (KM.7, 3).   The fi rst two very fi ne, the last good very 
fi ne.  (3)   

 $100 
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 3526* 
  Canada,   Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1875H.   Very fi ne 
and rare.   

 $750 

   3527 
  Canada,   George V - Elizabeth II, silver dollars, 1935, 1936, 
1939, 1946, 1949, 1952, 1953, 1958, 1963-5, 1967; minors 
(8).   Fine - uncirculated.  (20)  

 $200 

   3528 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, one dollar, 1970 (3), 1971, 1972 (2), 
1973, 1974 (7), 1975 (3), 1976 (KM.78 [3], 79, 76.1 [2], 
83v, 88a [3], 88 [4], 76.2 [4]); silver Confederation medal, 
1967 (6); also a pair of Royal Canadian Mint cuffl inks.   
Uncirculated.  (25)  

 $120 

   3529 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, one dollar, 1975 (2), 1976 (4), 1977 
(9), 1979 (5); proofs, 1982, 1985 (2), 2003, 2005 (2), (KM.   
97 [2], 106 [13], 124 [5], 133, 143 [2], 450). Uncirculated 
- FDC.  (25)  

 $150 

   3530 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, proof dollar, 1984 Cartier, 1986 
Vancouver (KM.141, 149); proof-like dollar, 1970 Manitoba, 
1974 Winnipeg (2), 1975 Calgary, 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee, 
1979 Griffon (2), 1980 Arctic Territories (KM.78, 88a, 97, 
118, 124, 128); bullion coinage, mint silver one ounce fi ve 
dollars, 1990 Maple Leaf (KM.187); proof twenty dollars, 
1986 Calgary, Free Style Skier (KM.151); proof-like set, 1965 
one cent - one dollar; uncirculated set, 1967 one cent - one 
dollar.   The last two sets in unoffi cial holders, the Maple Leaf 
and the twenty dollars in capsules but no cases, the rest in 
cases of issue, uncirculated - FDC.  (12 + 2 sets)   

 $120 

   3531 
  Canada,   proof sets, 1973, 1975 Olympic Commemorative 
series I and V; proof sets, 1981, 1982 (2), 1983, 1984. First 
set missing fi ve dollars, e  xtremely fi ne - FDC.  (7)  

 $150 

   3532 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, proof sets, 1981, 1983, 1984, proof-
like one dollar, 1980, proof one dollar, 1981, 1983, 1984 
(KM.PS1, 3, 4, KM.128, 130, 138, 140); U.S.A., proof set, 
1984S includes silver dollar, three coin set, quarter, half 
and one dollar, 1976.   Apart from last set all coins cased, 
FDC.  (9)  

 $80 

   3533 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, proof-like sets, 1967 (KM.PL18A [3]); 
specimen sets, 1971 (2), 1972 (2), 1974 (2), 1975, 1976, 
1977 (3), 1979, 1981.   Proof-like sets toned, uncirculated.  
(16)  

 $120 

   3534 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, proof-like sets, 1971 (3), 1972, 1973 
(2), 1974 (2), 1975, 1976 (2), 1977-1980; proof sets, 1981-
1987.   Most cases affected by foxing otherwise FDC.  (22)  

 $150 

   3535 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, specimen sets, 1971, 1972 (2), 
1973, 1974 (2), 1975 (2), 1976 (2), 1977 (3), 1979 (2).   
Uncirculated.  (15)   

 $150 

   3536 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, mint sets, 1965, 1966 (3), 1968, 1973, 
1974 (2), 1975 (2), 1976, 1977 (3), 1979 (2), 1981, 1982 (2), 
1983.   All envelopes soiled, some torn, uncirculated.  (20)  

 $100 

   3537 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, 28-coin collection of Montreal 
Olympics commemorative coins, series 1-7 proof silver fi ve 
dollars (14) and proof silver ten dollars (14), each series 
in its own leather and timber case and outer packing box; 
identical set but uncirculated issues.   Each series with its 
own certifi cate, all these as well as outer packing boxes with 
foxing, over 60  ounces of fi ne silver, coins uncirculated 
- FDC.  (56 coins in 14 sets)  

 $1,000 

   3538 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, Montreal Olympics 1976, Series I 
- VII, each series a cased four coin uncirculated silver set 
of fi ve dollars (2) and ten dollars (2); another set but proof 
set of Series VII only; another two sets but Series II and V 
only.   The last two sets on cards of issue, the rest in cases 
with certifi cates except no certifi cate with uncirculated Series 
VII set, over forty three ounces of fi ne silver, foxing on same 
cases, otherwise uncirculated - FDC.  (40 coins in 10 sets)  

 $750 

         

part

  3539* 
  Canada,   Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, 1858-1973, includes 
1858 cent, ten cents 1909 broad leaves, 1858 twenty cents, 
missing silver fi ve cents, half dollars and dollars, includes 
provinces and tokens (25, including Magdalen Island 
penny 1815), medalets (18), all in small plastic album.   Fair 
- uncirculated.  (249)  

 $500 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

     

 3540* 
  Central American Republic,   silver eight reales, 1825NG M 
(KM.4).   Attractive blue and gold toning, good very fi ne.    

 $100 
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 3541* 
  Ceylon,   as a Portuguese Colony, silver one tanka, (1598-
1621), not dated, (2.31 grams), obv. crowned arms in dotted 
border, rev. TA monogram within dotted border, (KM.7).   
Very fi ne, waterworn and rare.    

 $200 

   3542 
  Ceylon,   non local coinage, 1802-25, George IV, silver rix 
dollar, 1821, edge plain (KM.84).   Good very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Ex Robb Family Collection. Private purchase from Goldbuyers New 
Zealand, c.1995. 

   3543 
  Ceylon,   plantation tokens (2); George Steuart & Co Wekande 
Mills, 1843, coffee pickers chit; Carey Strachan Union Mills. 
Colombo, rev.1.   First with full mint red, second with traces 
of mint red, extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (2)  

 $60 

   3544 
  China,   a collection of early Chinese coins including knife 
money (3) Ming knives (c.284-279 B.C.) (cf.Hartill 4.40 
and a similar type); square footed spades (cf. Hartill 3.225, 
another corroded and uncertain type; copy of a round footed 
spade one hole spade fantasy issue; Wang Mang (A.D.7-23), 
spades of Wang Mang (2), (Hartill 9.30).   Mostly with green 
patination fair - very fi ne, includes copy.  (8)   

 $100 

 Ex Robb Family Collection. 

   3545 
  China,   a collection of early Chinese coins including knife 
money (4) Ming knives (c.284-279 B.C.) (cf.Hartill 4.40ff); 
pointed foot spade (1) (c.350-250 B.C.), (cf.Hartill 3.108, 
3.119); square footed spades (cf. Hartill 3.225, 3.361, 
3.470); Arched foot spade (Hartill 3.44); Round footed 
spade (cf.Hartill 3.480); Wang Mang (A.D.7-23), key money 
(2) (Hartill 9.12, 9.13) fi rst with gold inlay; other spades of 
Wang Mang (4), (Hartill 9.29, 9.30 [3]); other similar pieces 
as copies (6).   Mostly fi ne - very fi ne, includes copies.  (23)   

 $300 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3546 
  China,   a collection of later Chinese coins including many 
larger pieces, from Wang Mang period to Qing Dynasty, 
noted Wang Mang (Hartill 9.1, 9.14, 9.56); Northern 
Wei (Hartill 13.27); Northern Sung Hui Zong (1101-
1125), (Hartill 16.399, 16.416); Yuan Dynasty, Wu Zong 
(1308-1311), ten cash, (Hartill 19.46); Ming Dynasty, Zhu 
Yuanzhang as Prince of Wu (1361-1368), ten cash (Hartill 
20.45); 3.361, 3.470); others of Xi Zong (1621-1627) one 
liang (Hartill 20.229) (2); other cash (3); Qing Dynasty, Wen 
Zong (1851-1861), Board of Revenue ten cash, fi fty cash, 
one thousand cash; Board of Works mint fi fty cash (Hartill 
22.690, 22.702, 22.714, 22.759); and two charms.   Mostly 
fi ne - very fi ne, several scarce.  (19)  

 $300 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3547 
  China,   Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, a collection of cash 
(approximately 100) made into a sword (length 280mm) 
with attached tassels, noted various mints with issues 
predominately 19th century.   Fine - very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Ex Jack Wallace Collection.    

   3548 
  China,   collection of charms, mostly 52 - 62mm, (9) mostly 
with a reverse of dragons, fl oral and fi gures some with 
ornamental edges, some as copies of regular coinage but 
larger; Northern Sung, multiple (ten) cash issues 33 and 
35mms for Emperor Hui Zong (1101-1125), (Sch. 622, 
FTP 1050, Hartill 16.406, 16.408).   Mostly very fi ne, an 
interesting group.  (11)   

 $100 

   3549 
  China,   assorted issues of copies and fantasy issues of knife 
money (9), key money (2), spade money (12), coin tallies 
(Southern Sung) (2), other (4).   Fine.  (29)  

 $70 

    

 

 3550* 
  China,   Jiangxi Province square ingot (rectangular shape), 
fi fty ounce ingot local tax ingot, (1745 grams), 19th century 
issue with three columns of characters, (cf.Cribb 36-50).   
Very fi ne and rare.   

 $2,000 
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 3551* 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee 
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure silver ingot, 
twelve taels or twelve ounce type (435gms) with three blocks 
of Chinese characters as stamps (cf. Cribb 152 [Pl.36] for 
similar size and type).   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $350 

Lot 3552

     

 3552* 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped 
sycee ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure silver 
ingot, twelve taels or twelve ounce type (435gms) with two 
small blocks of Chinese characters as stamps within and a 
set of four incuse characters at base for China Government 
Mint (cf. Cribb 158 [Pl.37] for similar size and type).   Very 
fi ne and rare.   

 $400 

    

 

 3553* 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee 
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure silver ingot, 
ten taels or ten ounce type (355gms) with one large square 
block of four Chinese characters as stamps within and a 
set of four incuse characters at base for China Government 
Mint (cf. Cribb 158 [Pl.37] for similar size and type).   Very 
fi ne and rare.   

 $300 

   3554 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped 
sycee ingot, with fl at base, similar to type Henan Zhongbao 
(Henan Province Middle Size ingots) pure silver ingot, six 
taels or six ounce type (220 grams), without any characters, 
(cf.Cribb 190 [cf.Pl.39] for similar style but less weight).   
Very fi ne and rare.    

 $800 
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 3555* 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped 
sycee ingot, with fl at base, similar to type Henan Zhongbao 
(Henan Province Middle Size ingots) pure silver ingot, ten 
taels or ten ounce type (375 grams), without any characters, 
(cf.Cribb 190 [cf.Pl.39] for similar size and style).   Very fi ne 
and rare.    

 $300 
 Ex Robb Family Collection. 

    

 

 3556* 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver half spherical 
shaped sycee ingot, with round base, similar to type Sichuan 
Piaoding (Sichuan Province Certifi ed ingots) pure silver 
ingot, ten taels or ten ounce type (375 grams), without any 
characters, (cf.Cribb 491 [cf.Pl.177], cf.Mitchiner 4050 for 
characters).   Very fi ne and rare.    

 $300 
 Ex Robb Family Collection. 

    

 3557* 
  China,   probably Yunnan Province, two-stamped remittance 
ingot, as a silver sycee, ten taels or 10 ounce ingot in a half 
ball shape local tax ingot, 'Tong ...', repeated characters as 
two blocks of stamps, ca.1880-1920, (360 grams) (cf.Cribb 
493, cf.pl.50).   Very fi ne.   

 $300 

    

 

 3558* 
  China,   Late Yuan - early Ming dynasty (c.1300 - 1644), 
silver kidney shaped sycee ingot, ten tael sycee with three 
groups of characters on face, 58x40x23mm (365 grams) 
similar to type Guangdong Province square trough ingot, 
(cf.Cribb 710 [Pl.58] for similar size and type but different 
characters).   Fine - very fi ne and rare.    

 $900 
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 3559* 
  China,   Yunnan Province, silver fi ve stamped remittance 
ingot as a fi ve taels sycee ingot or saddle pack of fi ve blocks 
of stamps, c.1910 (185 grams), (cf.Cribb 751).   Good very 
fi ne.     

 $650 

   3560 
  China,   Yunnan Province, silver fi ve stamped remittance 
ingot as a four taels sycee ingot or saddle pack of fi ve blocks 
of stamps, c.1910 (140 grams), (cf.Cribb 751).   Good very 
fi ne.     

 $650 

    

 3561* 
  China,   Yunnan Province, fi ve-stamped remittance ingot, as 
a silver sycee, fi ve taels or 5.5 ounce saddlepack type, of 
fi ve blocks of stamps, ca.1880-1900, (185 grams) (cf.Cribb 
751-1000, cf.pl.61-62).   Good very fi ne.   

 $250 

   3562 
  China,   Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee 
ingot, similar to type Yuansi Changyuankezi (Fine silk oval 
ingots) Province pure silver ingot, eight taels or eight ounce 
type (281 grams), without any characters, (cf.Cribb 1212 
[cf.Pl.67] for similar size and style).   Possibly with character 
in centre of sycee, very fi ne and rare.    

 $250 

 Ex Robb Family Collection. 

   3563 
  China,   two taels, silver plain sycee, as shu money, later issue 
(74.2gms), (cf.Cribb 1226 [Pl.67].   Very fi ne.    

 $100 

           

 3564* 
  China,   post WWII, silver rectangular ingot block, 33 x 24 x 
15mm, (145gms) value of fi ve taels, made at the Kumming 
Mint or Central Mint, c.1945, obverse, spade and 995 and 
two rows of characters, reverse, three rows of fi ve characters 
arranged horizontally.   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $180 

     

 3565* 
  China,   Empire, silver dollar 'Tai-Ching-Ti-Kuo' (1908) (KM.
Y14).   Good extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $500 

     

 3566* 
  China,   Empire, silver dollar 'Tai-Ching-Ti-Kuo (1908) (KM.
Y14).   Lightly toned extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $500 

     

 3567* 
  China,   Empire, silver dollar (1911) yr.3 (KM.Y31).   Cleaned, 
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
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 3568 
  China,   Empire, Hupeh Province, silver dollar (1909-1911) 
(KM.Y131).   Cleaned very fi ne.   

 $300 

     

 3569* 
  China,   Empire, Kwangtung Province, silver dollar (1890-
1908) (KM.Y203).   Good very fi ne.   

 $300 

   3570 
  China,   Republic, Yuan Shih-Kai, military bust silver dollar 
(1916) (KM.Y322).   Good fi ne cast copy.   

 $100 

   3571 
  China,   Republic, Yuan Shih-Kai, silver dollar, Yr8 (1919) 
(KM.Y329.b), another Yr3 (1914) (KM Y329.2).   The fi rst 
scarce very fi ne; nearly uncirculated.  (2)   

 $180 

     

 3572* 
  China,   Kweichow, silver automobile dollar (1928) (KM.428).   
Very fi ne.   

 $750 

   3573 
  Cuba,   Republic, silver pesos, 1934 (K.15.2), 1939 
(KM.22), undated (1953)(KM.29).   Extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (3)   

 $200 

     

 3574* 
  Cyprus,   George V, silver nine piastres, 1919 (KM.13).   
Surface marks on the obverse otherwise good extremely 
fi ne/nearly uncirculated.    

 $150 

   3575 
  Czechoslovakia,   Republic, ten korun 1930, 1931 (KM.15); 
twenty korun 1933, 1934 (KM.17), 1937 (KM.18).   Very 
fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (5)   

 $50 

   3576 
  Denmark,   Frederik II, bronze skilling rigsmont, 1856 
(KM.763); Christian IX, bronze fi ve ore, 1898 (KM.794.2); 
silver ten ore, 1884 (KM.795.1); bronze two ore, 1913 and 
1917 VBP GJ (KM.813.1); silver twenty-fi ve ore, 1905 
VBP (KM.808) and 1907 VBP GJ (KM.808); Greenland, 
under Denmark, cupro-nickel twenty fi ve ore, 1926 (KM.5); 
Norway, silver three skilling, 1869 (KM.330.1); silver twelve 
skilling, 1854 (KM.314.2); silver ten ore, 1877 and 1892 
(KM.350); silver twenty fi ve ore, 1909 and 1912 (KM.373); 
Sweden, Oscar I, bronze fi ve ore, 1858 (KM.690); Carl XV 
Adolf, bronze fi ve ore, 1872 (KM707); Oscar II, bronze 
five ore, 1874 (KM.736); silver twenty five ore, 1876 
(KM.738); silver twenty fi ve ore, 1897 (KM.739).   Very good 
- uncirculated, most scarce.  (18)   

 $400 

     

part

 3577* 
  Denmark,   two ore, 1874CS, fi ve ore, 1884CS, ten ore, 
1884CS, 1889CS, 1912VBP, twenty fi ve ore, 1874CS.   The 
1889CS with mint bloom, nearly uncirculated, the scarce 
1884CS is very good, the rest very good - very fi ne.  (6)   

 $150 

   3578 
  Denmark,   Christian IX, bronze fi ve ore, 1875CS (KM.794.1); 
Sweden, Oscar II, silver fi fty ore, 1883EB (KM.740); silver 
krona, 1875ST (KM.741); Gustav V, silver krona, 1910W 
(KM.786.1).   Fine - very fi ne, scarce.  (4)   

 $50 

     

 3579* 
  Denmark,   Christian IX, silver krone, 1875CS (KM.797.  1).  
Extremely fi ne, with old ticket.  

 $100 
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 3580* 
  Dominica,   British Rule, 1798, silver moco or one and a half 
bitts, centre segment from the Spanish dollar stamped with 
a script 'D' radiate, weight 2.92 grams (Prid. 22, KM.1).   
Extremely fi ne and of full weight, rare.   

 $300 

   3581 
  East Africa and Uganda Protectorates,   one - fi fty cents, 1906 
- 1919, assorted dates, one cent 1907, 1909, 1910 (KM.5), 
1913H, 1914K, 1919H (KM.11); ten cents, 1910 (KM.2), 
1911H, 1912H, 1918H (KM.8); fi fty cents, 1906, 1909, 
1910 (KM.4), 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1918 (KM.9); East 
Africa, fi fty cents, 1921, 1922, 1923 (KM.20); one shilling, 
1921 - 1924 (KM.21); fl orin, 1920, 1920H (KM.17).   In a 
blue album, good - extremely fi ne.  (74)  

 $150 

   3582 
  Ecuador,   silver sucre, 1889 Heaton (KM.53.1), 1888 
Santiago Chile (KM.53.2) (2); 1895 Lima (KM.53.3); Peru 
one sol, 1934 (KM.218.2).   Toned extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3583 
  Egypt,   Muhammad V, silver fi ve, ten and twenty qirsh, 
AH1327/6 (1913) H (KM.308-10); Hussein Kamil, silver fi ve 
piastres, AH1335 (1916) and (1917) (KM.318.1).   Extremely 
fi ne or better.  (5)   

 $120 

     

 3584* 
  Eritrea,   Italian Colony, tallero, 1918R (KM.5).   Hairlines 
otherwise very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Issued to resemble the Austrian 'Maria Theresa' thaler in order to facilitate 
trade with the Middle east.  

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

     

 3585* 
  Fiji,   George VI, fl orin 1941 (KM.13).   Toned, good extremely 
fi ne.   

 $70 

   3586 
  Fiji,   1934-1965, nearly complete, the 1937 coins lightly 
toned nearly uncirculated, also Cook Islands (5), Bermuda 
crown 1964, Tonga (6), Philippines (17), all in small plastic 
album.   Fine - uncirculated.  (111)  

 $300 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3587 
  Fiji and New Guinea set,   1934-1967, missing a few later 
issues; Fiji set of penny - threepence, 1934-1966, missing 
many coins.   Stored in one Dansco album (damaged) and a 
Hendo album, poor - extremely fi ne.  (153)  

 $50 

 Ex Jack Wallace Collection. 

     

 3588* 
  Finland,   Alexander II, silver twenty-fi ve pennia, 1867S 
(KM.6.1).   Good extremely fi ne and very rare.    

 $800 

     

 3589* 
  France,   Southern France, Maguelonne, (Lanquedoc), Counts 
and Bishops of Meigueil, (11th-13th century), silver denier, 
issued from 1080-1120, obv. legend around crude cross, + 
RAMVNDS. rev. four annulets angles, around NAIDONA, 
(P. d'A Pl.85, 17, Boudeau 753, Roberts 4336).   Nearly very 
fi ne.   

 $100 

   3590 
  France,   Feudal, Bishops of Valence, 12-13th century, silver 
deniers, obv. +S APOLLINARS, cross pomme with annulet 
in fourth quarter, rev. +VRBS VALENTIA, winged angel or 
eagle facing (P d'A 4690, [Pl.CII, 19], Roberts 4782, Metcalf 
19-40, [Pl. 2]); Antioch, Bohemond III, majority (1163-
1201), billon helmet denier, obv. +BOAMUNDUS, helmeted 
head left, between crescent and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, 
cross pattée with crescent in fi rst angle, Class B or Class C 
(cf.MPS 65-70a [pp.214-216], Metcalf 368-371, 377-391, 
[Pls.16]).   Fine - very fi ne comes with dealer's description 
tickets.  (2)  

 $120 

 The fi rst coin was one of the two preferred types to circulate in the crusader 
states in the twelfth century.  

   3591 
  France,   Louis VIII - Louis IX, (1223-1226, 1226-1245/50), 
silver denier Tournois, issued from 1223, obv. cross legend 
around, + LVDOVICVS REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around 
TVRONVS CIVI, (C.170, L.196, Dup.188, Roberts 2407).   
Fine - very fi ne, comes with dealer's description ticket.   

 $100 
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 3592* 
  France,   Provincial, Hainaut, County, Margaret of 
Constantinople (1244-1280), silver double Esterlin, 
the knight, (after January 1269), for Valenciennes, obv. 
knight galloping to right, holding the sword high,. around 
+MONETA VALENCE NENSIS, rev. cross pattée confi ned 
to four crescents, rosettes in the legend inner + SIGNVM 
CRVCIS. outer +MARGARETA COMITISSA, (Chalon, 
13-15, b.2082-2090, Lucas, Hainault, 39. 2.55).   Very fi ne, 
rare, comes with collector's card description.   

 $150 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from the collection of Francois-Ernest de 
Salm-Reifferscheid (1698-1770) (Bishop of Tournai 17 Dec 1731 to 16 
Jun 1770). 

      

 3593* 
  France,   Philip III, (1270-1285), silver denier Tournois, issued 
from 1270-1280, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, 
(C.167, L.207, Dup.204, Roberts 2415).   Fine - very fi ne 
comes with dealer's description ticket.   

 $100 

      

 3594* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1290-1295, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, 
dot stops, (C.201, L.217, Dup.214, Roberts 2417).   Find 
patina tone, good very fi ne, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $100 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

      

 3595* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1280-1290, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, 
dots in X of REX, (C.201-2, L.217, Dup.213, Roberts 
2417).   Toned, nearly very fi ne,comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from the collection sold by Jules Florange of 
Marchiville No.248, Paris November 1927. Some of this type are believed 
to be issued towards the end of the reign of Philip III. 

      

 3596* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1290-1295, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, 
trefoil and dot stops, (C.203a, L.217, Dup.213c, Roberts 
2417).   Dark tone, very fi ne, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

      

 3597* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1290-1295, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, dot 
stops, (C.204, L.217, Dup.214, Roberts 2417).   Dark tone, 
very fi ne, comes with collector's card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

      

 3598* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1290-1295, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, dot 
stops, (C.204, L.217, Dup.214, Roberts 2417).   Toned, very 
fi ne, comes with collector's card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3599 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver gros Tournois, issued 
from 1290-1295, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, dot 
stops, (C.206, L.217, Dup.214, Roberts 2417).   Dark tone, 
nearly very fi ne, comes with collector's card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 
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 3600* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver denier Tournois, issued 
from 1307-1310, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, star 
stops, (C.248, L.-, Dup.223A, Roberts 2417) (illustrated); 
France, Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver obol, issued from 1311, 
obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS REX, rev. Lis over 
NOV/VS, around BVRGENSIS, (C.235, L.238, Dup.233, 
Roberts 2641).   Fine - very fi ne, with dealer tickets.  (2)  

 $150 

     

 3601* 
  France,   Charles VI, (1380-1422), silver blanc dit `Guenar' 
issue of 1411, obv. + KAROLVS FRANCORV REX around, 
crowned shield with three lis, rev. cross with lis and crowns 
alternating in angles of cross, around + SIT NOMEN DNI 
BENEDICTV, (C.509, L.381, Dup. 377c).   Toned, good 
very fine and very scarce, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

      

 3602* 
  France,   Charles VI, (1380-1422), silver gros dit Grossus, 
issue of 1413, obv. + KL DI G FRA CORV REX around inner 
circle cross in centre, around outer circle + SIT NOMEN 
DOMIN BENEDICTVM, rev. centre of three lis, around 
GROSSVS TVRONVS, etc. (C.520, L.388, Dup. 384a).   
Toned, very fi ne and very scarce, comes with collector's 
card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

    

Lot 3603 part

 

part

  3603* 
  France,   dated coins from 1557, includes Charles VI (1380-
1422) silver gros, mostly minors but includes silver fi ve 
francs (14) from L'an 5 A, AN XA, 1806L, 1813L, 1814L, 
to 1876A., includes tokens, medalets and Colonies, all in 
two albums.   Fair - uncirculated.  (240)  

 $600 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3604 
  France,   Henry IV, (1589-1610), AE jeton, 29mm, (4.16 
grams), Regal jeton, issued uncertain, obv. paired shields of 
France and Navarre with crown above, enclosed in double 
collar of the Order of St. Michael, rev. laureate bust of Henry 
IV to left, (M.3089, Feuardent 11932).   Fine - very fi ne and 
rare, comes with collector's card description.   

 $50 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3605* 
  France,   Louis XIV, (1643-1715), AE jeton, 29mm, (6.14 
grams), Assemblies of the Clergy of France, issued 1650, 
obv. crowned cross sceptre and hand of Justice, rev. legend 
in wreath of lilies, (M.3307, Feuardent 3934).   Fine - very 
fi ne and rare, comes with collector's card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3606* 
  France,   Louis XIV (1643-1715), silver ecu, 1648 N, 
Montpellier Mint, (KM.155.12, D.3799, C.1849, Gad. 202, 
Dup. 1469).   Bright, good very fi ne and scarce comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $250 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from Claude Silberstein of Paris.  
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 3607* 
  France,   Louis XIV, (1643-1715), AE jeton, 29mm, (6.68 
grams), Grand Masters of the Universities, issued 1699, obv. 
fi gure of Chatlemagne crowned and holding orb, MDCXIX 
below, rev. arms of the Grand Masters, etc., (M.3317, 
Feuardent 4441).   Fine - very fi ne and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3608 
  France,   Louis XV, Ecu, 1759A (KM.512.1, Dav.1331).   
Very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3609 
  France,   Louis XVI (1774-1790), Ecu, 1789L (KM.564.9, 
Dav 1333).   Adjustment marks on reverse, nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3610 
  France,   First Republic, Napoleon I, silver two francs, 1808A 
(KM.684.1); Second Kingdom, Charles X, silver franc, 
1829T (KM.724.12); Louis Philippe I, silver fi ve francs, 
1831I (KM.735.6); Second Republic, Napoleon III, silver 
two francs, 1869A (KM.807.1), Modern Republics, silver 
fi fty centimes, 1873A (KM.834.1); silver two francs, 1870A 
(KM.816.1).   Very good - fi ne and scarce, the second has 
obverse mount marks.  (6)  

 $100 

   3611 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, fi ve francs, 1808W, Lille mint 
(KM.686.14, Gad.583).   Fine comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $60 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3612* 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, five francs, 1809A, Paris 
Mint (KM.694.1, Gad.584).   Bright, very fi ne, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $180 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3613* 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, five francs, 1811A, Paris 
Mint, (KM.694.1).   Nearly extremely fi ne and scarce in this 
condition.    

 $350 
 Ex CNG, Electronic Auction 148 (lot 519). 

     

 3614* 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, fi ve francs, 1812L, Bayonne 
Mint (KM.694.9, Gad.584).   Bright, very fi ne, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $180 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3615* 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, fi ve francs, 1813T, Nantes 
Mint (KM.694.14, Gad.584).   Bright, very fi ne, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $180 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3616* 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, fi ve francs, 1812H, La Rochelle 
Mint (KM.694.6, Gad.584).   Bright, very fi ne, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $180 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  
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   3617 
  France,   Napoleon Emperor, 'The one hundred days' fi ve 
francs, 1815A, Paris Mint (KM.704.1, Gad.595); together 
with silver medal 46mm relating that period of history.   First 
bright, very good, second extremely fi ne, both come with 
collector's card description.  (2)  

 $120 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

   3618 
  France,   Louis XVIII, fi ve francs, 1812A, Paris Mint, another 
1924Q, Perpignan Mint (KM.711.1, 711.11, Gad.614).   
Bright, very fi ne, comes with collector's card description.  
(2)  

 $120 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3619* 
  France,   Napoleon II, unoffi cial pattern three centimes, 
1816, in copper, plain edge (VG.2414).   Damage to portrait, 
lacquered, nearly uncirculated.   

 $80 

 Ex Henry Christensen in 1987.  

   3620 
  France,   Charles X, five francs, 1828W, Lille Mint 
(KM.728.13, Gad.644).   Bright, very fine, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $50 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

   3621 
  France,   Louis-Philippe fi ve francs, 1831B, Rouen Mint 
(KM.745.2, Gad.677a).   Bright, very fine, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $80 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

   3622 
  France,   Second Republic, silver twenty centimes, 1851A 
(KM.758.1); Third Republic, copper ten centimes, 1921 
(KM.843); Germany, Empire, fi fty pfennig, 1877H, (KM.8); 
Weimar Republic, one mark, 1925J (KM.44).   First coin 
brilliant nearly uncirculated, others good very fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated, all scarce.  (4)  

 $170 

   3623 
  France,   Second Republic, fi ve francs, 1849A, 1850A, 1851A, 
Paris Mint (KM.761.1, Gad.719).   Bright, very fi ne, fi rst 
scarce, comes with collector's card description.  (3)  

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

     

 3624* 
  France,   Louis Philippe, bi-metallic pattern ten centimes, 
1838, obv. in copper, in relief LP all within an incuse wreath 
and crown over shield, rev. in brass, similar with 10 cent in 
relief all within incuse a wreath, date and shield, joined at 
the edge, (VG 2886 for this variety, cf.KM.Pn34).   Nearly 
uncirculated and extremely rare variant.    

 $140 

     

 3625* 
  France,   Second Republic, Louis Philippe I, fi fty centimes, 
1847A (KM.768.1).   Full mint lustre, uncirculated.   

 $100 

     

 3626* 
  France,   Napoleon III, fi ve francs, 1868BB (KM.799.1), 
obverse overstamped 'SEDAN' on Napoleon's bust.   
Extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $400

 The overstamp of 'SEDAN' on Napoleon's bust was to express approbation 
for his defeat and humiliation of France during the Franco-Prussian War on 
September 2nd, 1870.  The French emperor was taken prisoner with one 
hundred thousand of his soldiers at the Battle of Sedan. Due to this major 
victory, which also made the 'Second Reich' of Germany possible, September 
2nd was declared 'Sedan Day' (Sedantag) and a German national holiday in 
1871 and remained thus until 1919.

   3627 
  France,   Napoleon III, fi ve francs, 1867BB, 1868BB, 1869BB, 
1870BB, Strasbourg Mint (KM.799.2, Gad.739).   Bright, fi ne 
- very fi ne, comes with collector's card description.  (4)  

 $120 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

   3628 
  France,   Third Republic, fi ve francs, 1873A, Paris Mint, 
1878K Bordeaux Mint, 1938 and twenty francs 1934, 
(KM.820.1, 820.2, 879, 888, Gad.734a).   First toned, 
extremely fi ne, others bright, very fi ne or better, comes with 
collector's card description.  (4)  

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  
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3629* 
  France,   Third Republic, essai for ten cents 1892, obv. 10  T 
- M across ARGENT 1892 below with square hole in centre, 
rev. cockerel to right above, half wreaths to left and right, 
(V.G.4170, Maz. 2324).   Toned, uncirculated, comes with 
collector's card description.   

 $600 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  Slabbed by NGC as MS64. A recent Paris sale 
in June 17, 2010 realised 650 euros. 

   3630 
  France,   reform coinage, one centime to fi fty centimes, mostly 
from 1961-1964 including scarce 1963 one centime.   Very 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (53)   

 $70 

     

 3631* 
  France,   Anvers (Antwerp), Napoleon of France, copper 
ten centimes 1814, W above ribbon, (KM.5.4, V.G. 2333, 
Gad. 192c).   Very fi ne, scarce, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $120 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

 3632* 
  France,   Anvers (Antwerp), Louis XVIII of France copper ten 
centimes 1814, (KM.7.2, V.G. 2339, Gad. 194b).   Very fi ne 
with usual planchet adjustment marks, comes with collector's 
card description.   

 $120 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

part

 3633* 
  France,   silver jetons, Ville de Paris, 31mm, issue of 'Prevot 
des Marchants' issued (1782), obv. crowned arms of Mayor, 
superimposed on the Order of St. Louis, rev. shield of Paris 
bearing the ship of state, in chief a fi eld of fl eurs, (Mitchiner 
3719, Feuardent 3755); another of Louis XVI, Estates of 
Brittany, 1784, 29mm, obv. bust of Louis XVI to right, rev, 
quartered arms of Brittany in oval shield, (Mitchiner 3750, 
Feuardent 8789) (illustrated).   Nearly extremely fi ne, both 
scarce.  (2)  

 $120 

   3634 
  France and Low Countries,   Spanish Netherlands, AE jetons, 
French period, 29mm, (2.79 grams), obv. arms of France, 
rev. cross with lis endings (M.665); another similar (5.38 
grams), (M.697); Spanish Netherlands, Revolt of 1566-1567, 
Spanish Victory destroys liberty, c.1568, obv. armed soldier, 
rev. horse jumping to left, (M.2383, Feuardent 13738); others 
of Philip IV, 31mm, (5.39 grams), Peace between France and 
Spain, 1660, (M.2696, Feuardent 14763).   Fine - very fi ne 
and scarce, comes with collector's card description.  (4)  

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3635 
  France,   Charles X (1824-30) franc, 1825A Paris Mint 
(KM.724.1); Guatemala, Ferdinand VII, half real, 1809NG 
M (KM.60), real, 1814NG M (KM.66); Mexico, two reales, 
1751, Mexico City Mint (KM.86.1); Netherlands, gulden, 
1793 (KM.73); Spain, Charles IIII (1788-1808) two reales, 
1793MF, Madrid Mint (KM.430.1); Ferdinand VII, two 
reales, 1833JB (KM.460.3); U.S.A., quarter dollar, 1902 
(KM.114).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (9)  

 $250 

 First coin ex Spink Noble Sale 39 (lot 2062), second coin ex Spink (Australia) 
Sale 18 (lot 901). 

   3636 
  French Indo China,   silver fi fty cents, 1936 (KM.4a.2) (2); 
silver piastre 1886, 1895 (KM.5), 1901, 1902, 1903, 1909, 
1913 (2), 1924, 1928 (2) (KM.5a.1), 1931 (KM.19).   Nearly 
very fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (14)  

 $280 

   3637 
  German East Africa,   silver rupie, 1897 (KM.2); Germany, 
Saxe-Altenburg, Joseph, silver thaler, 1841G (KM.C9).   Very 
fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $140 

   3638 
  German East Africa,   silver rupie, 1913J (KM.10); Germany, 
Empire, Wilhelm I, copper two pfennig, 1874A (KM.2).   
Nearly uncirculated, the fi rst toned, the second with mint 
red.  (2)   

 $80 
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 3639* 
  Germany,   Ausburg, Ferdinand II, silver thaler, reverse St. 
Ulrich, 1625 (KM.30.1).   Beautifully toned extremely fi ne 
slightly curved from the rocker dies.   

 $500 

     

 3640* 
  Germany,   Baden, Grand Duke Friedrich I, silver thaler 1858, 
(KM.240, D.530).   Toned, extremely fi ne or better.   

 $100 

   3641 
  Germany,   Bavaria silver two mark, 1904D; Hamburg silver 
three mark, 1911 J; Prussia, copper three pfennig, 1853 A, 
1858A.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)   

 $120 

   3642 
  Germany,   Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, Truth thaler, 1597 
(D.9091).   Good fi ne.   

 $120 

   3643 
  Germany,   Frankfurt, silver thaler, 1860 (KM.360); Prussia, 
Wilhelm I, groschen, 1869A (KM.485); Wilhelm II, silver 
three marks, 1910A (KM.527); silver fi ve marks, 1914A 
(KM.536); Wurttemberg, Wilhelm I, silver six kreuzer, 
1851 (KM.592); Empire, silver fi fty pfennig, 1877E (KM.8); 
Wilhelm II, silver mark, 1900J and 1913G (KM.14).   Fine 
- good extremely fi ne, some scarce.  (8)   

 $180 

      

 3644* 
  Germany,   Lubeck, Free City, silver three marks 1913A, 
(KM.215).   Toned, uncirculated and scarce.     

 $150 

      

 3645* 
  Germany,   Minden, (besieged by George, Duke of Brunswick-
Luneburg), Klippe silver eight groschen, 1634, obv. MINDA/
OBSESSA 1634, rev. value with additional countermark of 
crossed keys, (Mailliet LXXXV,1; KM.11).   Very fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $250 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 88 (lot 3719) and previously Spink 
Coin Auctions, 15th May 1981 (lot 417, illustrated). 

The Bishopric of Minden was besieged during the Thirty Years' War by 
Georg, Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg, who was in league with the invading 
forces of Sweden as they swept in from the north. After the war, Minden 
was stripped of its ecclesiastical role and given to Brandenburg in the Peace 
of Westphalia.   

   3646 
  Germany,   Prussia, two mark, 1907A (KM.522); Empire, one 
mark, 1910A (KM.14).   Hairlines, toned extremely fi ne; full 
mint bloom uncirculated.  (2)   

 $70 

     

 3647* 
  Germany,   Saxe-Weimar, middle, eight joint rulers, silver 
thaler 1612 WA, four facing figures each side (KM.
Dav.7527).   Good fi ne.   

 $150 

   3648 
  Germany,   Saxony, Johann George I (1615-1656) thaler, 1626 
(KM.132, Dav 7601).   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $150 

   3649 
  Germany,   Saxony, Friedrich August III (1763-1768), thaler, 
1791 I.E.C. (KM.10277, Dav 2698).   Good very fi ne.   

 $100 
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   3650 
  Germany,   States, mostly 18th and 19th century minors in 
copper, many identifi ed arranged by States, includes tokens 
and German East Africa (21), all in small plastic album.   Fair 
- uncirculated.  (396)  

 $500 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3651 
  Germany,   porcelain notgeld, 1921, assorted issues including, 
Meissen, thirty and fi fty pfennig, fi ve, ten and twenty mark; 
Saxony, twenty and fi fty pfennig, two, fi ve, ten and twenty 
mark; East Saxony, fi ve, ten and twenty mark; Eisenach, one 
mark; Hannover, one mark; Munsterberg, one, twenty fi ve 
and fi fty pfennig; Freiberg, twenty fi ve pfennig, one mark, 
with some duplication. In an album, v  ery fi ne - uncirculated 
. (32)  

 $250 

   3652 
  Germany,   Federal Republic, proof set, 1966G (KM.PS5).   In 
plastic packet with eight compartments, stapled at openings, 
silver fi ve mark toned otherwise FDC and very scarce.  (8 
coin set)   

 $150 

     

part

 3653* 
  Greece,   Kingdom, George I, drachma, 1883A, two drachmai, 
1873A, fi ve drachmai, 1876A.   Fine - very fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

     

 3654* 
  Greece,   Republic, twenty drachmai, 1930 (KM.73).   Mint 
bloom, nearly uncirculated.    

 $100 

     

 3655* 
  Guadeloupe,   as French Colonial and Occupation, copper 
nine deniers 1767A, host coin, (KM.1), countermarked RF 
in oval for Guadeloupe.   Fine/good very fi ne.   

 $130 

     

 3656* 
  Guatemala,   counterstamped coinage, silver peso 1873 LD 
countermarked with half reale die in 1894 (KM.224).   Very 
fi ne.   

 $100 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3657 
  Honduras,   silver peso, 1889/8, (KM.52); Guatemala, silver 
peso 1896/5 (KM.210).   Nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $170 

     

part

 3658* 
  Hong Kong,   Queen Victoria - George V, bronze cents 1876, 
1900H, 1901, 1901H, 1902 and 1923.   Unevenly toned most 
with some to considerable original mint red, extremely fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (6)  

 $240 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3659 
  Hong Kong,   Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1885 
(KM.6.3); silver fi fty cents, 1893 (KM.9.1); Sarawak, James 
Brooke, Rajah, copper cent, 1863 [cleaned] (KM.3); Straits 
Settlements, Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1899 
(KM.12).   Fine - extremely fi ne and scarce.  (4)  

 $80 

   3660 
  Hong Kong,   Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1900H 
(KM.6.3); silver fi fty cents, 1893 (KM.9.1); also Ceylon, 
Queen Victoria, silver fi fty cents, 1895 (KM.96).   Uncirculated; 
fi ne; toned, nearly uncirculated.  (3)   

 $70 

     

 3661* 
  Hong Kong,   Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1867 (KM.10).   
Very fi ne.   

 $650 
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 3662* 
  Hong Kong,   Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1868 (KM.10).   
Toned, rim nick otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3663* 
  Hong Kong,   silver ingot, 160 grams, with Hong Kong 
Shanghai Specie office stamp with Victoria portrait 
horizontal, VR and crown stamp, Chinese mark, 'Zu Yin', 
for pure silver and 999.9 fi ne silver mark.   Good very fi ne 
and rare.   

 $500 

    

 3664* 
  Hong Kong,   silver ingot, 160 grams, with Hong Kong 
Shanghai Specie offi ce stamp with Victoria portrait vertical, 
VR and crown stamp, Chinese mark, 'Zu Yin', for pure silver 
and 999.9 fi ne silver mark.   Good very fi ne and rare.   

 $500 

   3665 
  Hong Kong,   a quantity of circulating coins, pre China 
takeover, twenty cents (276), fi fty cents (51), post takeover, 
ten cents (571), twenty cents (270), fi fty cents (66).   Good 
- nearly uncirculated.  (1,234)   

 $70 

   3666 
  Hungary,   Leopold I, silver fi fteen krajczar, Kremnitz mint, 
1678KB, (KM.175); Ferdinand I, twenty krajczar, 1848KB, 
Kremnitz mint, (KM.422). Extremely fi ne  ; uncirculated.  
(2)   

 $100 

   3667 
  Iceland,   minors, 1972-1974 plus three tokens (59), Denmark 
(10, from 1648), Finland (49), Danzig, Estonia (9) Latvia (8), 
Lithuania (9), Greenland (6).   Fair - uncirculated.  (152)  

 $200 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3668 
  Indonesia,   iron ball money, 16th-18th century, all with etched 
Arabic script, various shapes (uncertain status, but believed 
to be used in Borneo) (M.3986-3998).   Fine - very fi ne.  (9)   

 $100 

     

 3669* 
  Indo-Portuguese,   Malacca, Manuel I (1495-1521), tin 
bastardo, fi rst issue (1511-1512), (49.15 grams), 37 mm, 
56mm thick, obv. D M P R DE PV SOR DIE MALA, 
armillary sphere, rev. CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES VNICA, 
Maltese type cross of Christ, (SS M.10, Nge TL 509).   Very 
fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

   3670 
  Iraq,   circulation set, 1981; Jordan, proof ten dinars, 1980; 
Kuwait, proof fi ve dinars, 1981 (cased); Syria, twenty-fi ve 
piastres, 1937, fi fty piastres, 1947, lira, 1950 (uncirculated); 
other minor coins (12), unidentifi ed Middle Eastern military 
medal.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (25)   

 $60 

   3671 
  Italy,   Patriarchs of Aquilea, Louis II of Teck, (1412-1439), 
silver soldo da 12 bagattini, not dated, obv. LOdOVICVS 
DVX D TECh, tapered shield, (arms of Patriarch), rev. 
PAThR AQVILE, the Virgin seated holding the infant Jesus, 
(Bernardi 69, Biaggi 193, Thomsen 1983, cf.UBS Sale 52, 
September 11, 2001 lot 2303, this example not as fi ne 
realised SFr. 130 + 15%).   Good very fi ne and rare.    

 $70 

   3672 
  Italy,   Kingdom of Napoleon, Napoleon I, silver lira, 1810M 
(KM.C.8.1); Sardinia, Carlo Felice, silver two lire, 1827L 
(KM.C.104.1); Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele II, silver fi fty 
centesimi, 1863M BN KM.14.1) and 1867N BN (KM.14.2); 
silver two lira, 1863T BN (KM.6a.2); silver lira, 1908R 
(KM.45); also Eritrea, Umberto I, silver two lire, 1890R 
(KM.3).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (7)  

 $200 

   3673 
  Italy,   Lombardy-Venetia, Revolutionary Provisional 
Government, fi ve lire, 1848M (KM.C.22.1); Sardinia, Carlo 
Alberto, fi ve lire, 1842P, mint mark, anchor (KM.C.113.3).   
Both with edge nicks, the second with small dig on obverse 
fi eld, otherwise very fi ne.  (2)   

 $200 
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   3674 
  Italy,   Lucca, Henry II (1004-1024) - Henry III (1039-1125), 
silver denier, obv. H in centre +IMPERATOR around, rev. 
LVCA in centre ENRICVS around, (Biaggi 1056, 1058); 
Antioch, Bohemond IV (1201-1233), billon helmet denier, 
obv. +BOAMUNDUS, helmeted head left, between crescent 
and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, cross patt,e with crescent in 
2nd angle, (cf. MPS 75-79 [pp.218-220], Metcalf 368-461, 
[Pls.16-18]).   Fine - very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 3675* 
  Italy,   Milano (Duchi), Galeazzo Maria Sforza, (1466-1476), 
silver testone (9.50 grams), obv. around GALEAZ . M . SF 
. VICECOS . DVX . MLI . QIT, mitred head with armored 
bust to right, pellet-in-annulet to left, rev. around P P . 
ANGLIE . Q3 . CO . AG . IANVE . D, a crested helmet left 
above familial coat-of-arms of Sforza, branding irons with 
buckets to left and right, G3 M across fi eld (Cf. CNI V 67 
(legends); Morosini 8; Crippa 6/B; Biaggi 1548).   Toned, very 
fi ne/good very fi ne and rare.   

 $1,250 

 Ex Triton XIII (lot 1858).

The Sforza (“Strivers”) dynasty began as many Italian noble houses did, 
with a successful condottiere (mercenary soldier) seeking respectability for 
his family by procuring a title and an estate. Muzio Attendolo (1369-1424) 
founded the family, and his son Francesco seized the Duchy of Milan in 1450, 
having fi rst married the daughter of Maria Philippo Visconti. Francesco’s son 
Galeazzo succeeded him in 1466 and sought to have his position elevated 
to king, marrying the sister-in-law of the king of France to strengthen his 
claims. His rule over Milan was harsh, with heavy taxes causing widespread 
discontent, but his patronage of grand artists and architects was a source 
of great pride for the city, and his assassination in 1476 by republican 
sympathizers was met with mixed feelings. In any case, the dynasty survived, 
in the person of his weak son, Gian Galeazzo.

Originating in Renaissance Milan, where it was fi rst issued, the testone was 
so-called because its obverse bore a naturalistically-styled head (testa) of 
the reigning duke. Owing to the infl ux of silver as a result of trade fuelled 
by new sources of ore, the Milanese Sforza family used the denomination 
to promote their power and regional infl uence. They followed Renaissance 
artistic principles, and the portraits of the family are presented in a more 
naturalistic and accurate manner than the more stylized medieval portraits. 
Like the French gros tournois of the thirteenth century, the testone gained 
popular acceptance and soon other areas in Italy began minting similar 
coins, bearing portraits of their own rulers. By the end of the fi fteenth 
century, France, England, and Scotland began minting their own versions, 
known as the teston in France, and the testoon in England and Scotland, 
these coins with their Renaissance-style portraits may be viewed as the fi rst 
modern European coinages.      

     

 3676* 
  Italy,   Milan, bronze token for twenty centimes, 1906 
International Exposition.   Extremely fi ne.    

 $50 

 This scarce token, particularly in this condition, was valid inside the 
Exposition and convertible into legal currency by the committee during the 
term of the Exposition. 

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

     

 3677* 
  Italy,   Kingdom of Naples, Ferdinand IV, silver piastra of 
120 grana, 1798 P M/A P (KM.66b).   Toned, reverse with 
adjustment marks, otherwise fi ne.   

 $160 

   3678 
  Italy,   Naples, Ferdinand IV, piastra of 120 grana, 1798P-AP 
(KM.66; Dav.1409).   Adjustment marks on reverse, good 
very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3679* 
  Italy,   Naples & Sicily, Francesco I, silver one hundred and 
twenty grana, 1825. (KM.C.137).   Very fi ne.    

 $120 

   3680 
  Italian States,   Papal States, ten baiocchi, 1853R (KM.134.2a).   
Light hairlines otherwise good very fi ne.    

 $70 

   3681 
  Italian States,   Piedmont, Nazione Piemontese, two soldi, Year 
9 (1802) (KM.C.3); Sardinia, Carlo Felice, fi ve lire, 1826P 
(KM.C.105.2).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $130 
 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  
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   3682 
  Italian States,   Sardinia, centesimo, 1826P, 1826L (KM.
C.98.1, 98.2); lira, 1826P (KM.C.103.1); Tuscany, 2nd 
Provisional Government, 1860, Firenze (KM.C.84).   The 
second coin with much mint red, uncirculated, the rest fi ne.  
(4)  

 $100 
 Ex Mark Marshan Collection. 

    

 

 3683* 
  Italy,   Italian State, Tuscany, Ferdinando III (1791-1801), 
silver francescone, (ten Paoli), 1796 (KM.C37).   Very fi ne/
nearly extremely fi ne and scarce.    

 $220 

      

 3684* 
  Italy,   Venice, Antonio Venier (1382-1400), silver grosso, 
obv. S.M.VENETI ANTO VENERIO, doge standing left, 
St. mark standing right, cross between, star to left, rev. IC 
XC Christ seated on throne around TIBI LAUS 7 GLORIA, 
(Pao. 3 [p.37], Biaggi 2855).   Good very fi ne and rare.    

 $100 

   3685 
  Italy,   a collection of silver and base metal issues, in two 
plastic albums plus a container of duplicates (410) in tubes 
and rolls, a Vatican mint set 1978 and a San Marino mint 
set 1987, silver includes fi ve lire 1873M, 1874M, two lire 
1881, 1898, 1907, 1911, 1914, 1916, one lira 1862 T, 1863 
T, 1901, 1913, fi ve lire 1936, 1937, also a mint set 1970, the 
second album is for the Republic of Italy from 1946.   Fair 
- uncirculated.  (approx 700)  

 $400 

   3686 
  Italy,   Vatican, Pope Paul VI, mint set 1971, Pope John Paul 
I, mint silver 500 lire 1978, mint silver 1000 lire 1978 (4).   
In packs of issue, uncirculated.  (6)   

 $150 

   3687 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele II, silver fi ve lire, 1877R 
(KM.8.4).   A few small edge nicks, lustrous good very fi ne.   

 $70 

 Ex Mark Marshan Collection. 

   3688 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Umberto I, centesimo, 1895R, twenty 
centesimi, 1895R (KM.29, 28.2).   The fi rst with much mint 
red and two small spots of verdigris, nearly uncirculated, the 
second with full lustre, a tone spot but uncirculated.  (2)   

 $90 

   3689 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, silver lira, 1901R 
(KM.32) and 1917R (KM.57); silver two lire, 1915R 
(KM.55) and nickel two lire, 1924R (KM.63).   Good very 
fi ne - extremely fi ne and scarce.  (4)   

 $120 

   3690 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, twenty fi ve centesimi, 
1902R (KM.36).   Very fi ne.   

 $80 

 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

   3691 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, twenty fi ve centesimi, 
1903R (KM.36).   Some light pitting on reverse, otherwise 
extremely fi ne and attractive coin.    

 $100 

     

 3692* 
  Italy,   Kingdom of, Vittorio Emanuele III, twenty five 
centesimi, 1903R, (KM.36).   Extremely fi ne or better.    

 $70 

     

 3693* 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, twenty lire, 1928 Year 
VI, 10th Anniversary End of WWI (KM.70), with inscription 
translated to 'It is better to live one day as a lion than one 
hundred years as a sheep'.   Very fi ne.   

 $160 

 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

   3694 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, silver ten lire 1928 
(KM.68.1).   Nearly very fi ne.    

 $50 
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 3695* 
  Italy,   Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, silver twenty lire, 
1928R Year VI, 10th Anniversary End of WWI (KM.70).   
Nearly very fi ne and scarce.   

 $150 

 Ex Mark Marshan Collection.  

    

 3696* 
  Japan,   Tsunayoshi Period or later, cho gin, base silver metal, 
with 'God of Plenty' stamped seven times over top side 
of bar, (c.1695-1706), (115 grams), 85 x 31 x 9 mm, leaf 
shape rounded and pointed ends, (cf.JNDA 09-59 and 9-66, 
cf.KM.52).   Fine and rare.   

 $150 

 Ex Robb Family Collection. 

    

 3697* 
  Japan,   Tsunayoshi Period, cho gin, silver metal, Genroku 
Shogunate issue 'Gen' twice both at ends of bar other stamps 
around end, (c.1695-1706), (75 grams), 77 x 28 x 6 mm, 
rectangular rounded ends block, (cf.JNDA 09-60, cf.KM.50).   
Fine and rare.   

 $250 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

The characteristic stamps on this piece are the usual 'Gen' of this Shogun.  

    

 3698* 
  Japan,   Bunsei Period, cho gin, silver metal, 'Bun' twice both 
at ends of bar other stamps around end, (c.1818-1830), (150 
grams), 93 x 35 x 8 mm, rectangular rounded ends block, 
(cf.JNDA 09-67 (51), cf.KM.9a).   Very fi ne.   

 $250 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

The characteristic stamps on this piece are the usual 'Bun' of this era.  

    

 3699* 
  Japan,   Ansei Period, cho gin, base metal, 'Sei' at each end, 
(c.1859-1865), (155 grams), issue with characters at end and 
sides, (JNDA 09-69 (53), KM.9c).   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $250   

   3700 
  Japan,   silver bu, undated (1859-69), Ansei era (KM.C.16a, 
JNDA 9-52) (3); others (2) silver shu undated (1863-65), 
(KM.C.12a, JNDA 9-53) (2).    Very fi ne or better.  (5)  

 $80 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3701 
  Japan,   fi fty sen, Year 4 (1871) type 1 with 19mm circle of 
dots around dragon (KM.Y.4a.1).   One time gilt fi nish but 
scarce variety, very fi ne.    

 $150 

   3702 
  Japan,   Meiji era, fi fty sen, year 33 (1900), (KM.Y.25).   
Extremely fi ne.    

 $50 

     

 3703* 
  Japan,   Meiji era, silver fi fty sen, Yr 36 (1903) (KM.Y.25).   
Lightly toned, recent hairline on obverse, good extremely 
fi ne with mint bloom.   

 $250 
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 3704* 
  Japan,   Meiji era, one yen, year 27, (1894), type II, (KM.
Y.28a.2).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

   3705 
  Japan,   Meiji era, one yen, year 36 (1903), (KM.Y.A25.3).   
Extremely fi ne.    

 $50 

   3706 
  Laos,   Kingdom, (1591-1707), silver one and a half tamlung, 
'Tiger tongue' money, issued from Vientiane, (59.4 grams), 
wheel stamped lat, the tiger tongue raised design on obverse, 
one character wheel in centre, plain reverse, (cf.Le May 
Pl.IV,1, M.3000); Thailand, Kingdom of Luang Prahang, 
bronze smooth surface, tiger tongue type of smaller size, 
circa 1707-1889, 80mm, (M.3023); Indonesia, iron ball 
money, 16-18th century, all with etched Arabic scrip, various 
shapes (uncertain status, but believed to be used in Borneo) 
(M.3986-3998, [p.474-6]) (4); Thailand, bullet money one 
baht and coin one baht, (KM.Y45) SE 2458 = 1915.   Fine 
- good very fi ne.  (8)  

 $100 

   3707 
  Laos,   Kingdom, (1707-1828), base silver one and a half 
tamlung, 'Tiger tongue' money, issued from the Kingdom 
of Vientiane, (1011.61, 103.0 grams), another one tamlung 
(64.2 grams), all cast, the tiger tongue raised design on 
obverse, without character letters, plain reverse, (cf.Le May 
Pl.IV,2, M.3013-3015).   Very fi ne.  (3)  

 $120 

   3708 
  Low Countries,   Flanders, Louis II de Male,(1346-1384), 
silver gros, (3.36 grams), obv. + MONETA FLAND, lion 
in centre, rev. cross LVDOVIC COMES, (v.Gail 219, B. 
2230, Thom 3799); Charles the Fearless (1467-1477), silver 
double partard (4.86 grams), issued 1467-1474, obv. arms, 
rev. fl owered cross, (B.2267, D de P 4, 60, VG & H 23-3).   
Both about very fi ne, scarce, comes with collector's card 
description.  (2)   

 $100 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection.  

   3709 
  Low Countries,   under the Dukes of Burgundy, Tournai Mint, 
Venus penny, AE jeton, 30mm, (3.78 grams), stock jeton 
c.1490's-1560's as a copy of offi cial jeton of Philippe the 
Beautiful, (M.824ff); Tournai, Philip II copper liard, 1583, 
obv. bust of king to left, rev. arms, (VG&H 232/14); Albert 
and Isabelle (1599-1621), copper double denier, (KM.12, 
VG&H 299/7).   Very good - fi ne, comes with collector's 
card description.  (3)  

 $70 
 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3710 
  Low Countries,   Spanish and Austrian Netherlands, Brabant, 
Philip II, silver fi fth ecu 1571; Charles VI, liard, 1716 (not 
noted for year); Maria Theresa silver quarter ducaton 1752, 
Antwerp Mint; copper liards 1777 (2).   Very good - fi ne, 
comes with collector's card description.  (5)  

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection.   

   3711 
  Low Countries,   Spanish Netherlands, Philip IV, (1621-1665), 
AE jeton, 28mm, (7.14 grams), Brabant, Chambre des 
Comptes, issued 1623, obv. crowned shield of Philip IV, rev. 
winged angel standing facing orb, blowing twin trumpets, 
16 23, etc., (M.2615, Feuardent 14158).   Fine - very fi ne and 
scarce, comes with collector's card description.   

 $50 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

     

part

 3712* 
  Malta,   Emanuel de Rohan, one scudo 1796 (KM.342); 
Mexico, Charles III, 1763M, one real, (KM.77) (illustrated).   
Fine/very fi ne for fi rst coin, good very fi ne or better for 
second coin.  (2)  

 $90 

   3713 
  Marshall Islands,   Elvis Presley commemorative coins, mint 
fi ve dollars, 1993, mint ten dollars, 1993, proof silver fi fty 
dollars, 1993S, proof set, 1993 (includes one each of the 
previous three coins) (KM.124, 129, 130, PS6).   In packets 
and cases of issue with certifi cates, uncirculated - FDC.  (4)  

 $100 

   3714 
  Mexico,   Philip IV (?) cob silver eight reales (26.8 grams) and 
four reales (13.6 grams).   Fine.  (2)   

 $150 

   3715 
  Mexico,   Philip IV, cob silver eight reales 1648; Bolivia, cob 
eight reales Potosi Mint, circa 1570.   Fine.  (2)  

 $100 

 Ex Pat Boland Collection.  

      

 3716* 
  Mexico,   Philip V, silver four reales, 1733 MF, mm Mo 
(KM.94).   Worn smoothly, very good and very rare.   

 $500 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 
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     3717* 
  Mexico,   Philip V, eight reales, 1734MF, Mexico City Mint, 
cob (KM.48).   Has been holed and re-plugged, otherwise 
good fi ne.   

 $150 

   3718 
  Mexico,   Charles IIII, silver reale 1797; eight reales 1808 TH 
(KM.109).   Toned fi ne/very fi ne.  (2)  

 $120 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

     

 3719* 
  Mexico,   War of Independence, Chihuahua, Royalist coinage, 
Ferdinand VII cast eight reales, 1812, countermarked T on 
left and pomegranate on right (KM.123).   Fine for issue.   

 $80 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

    

 

  3720* 
  Mexico,   Emperor Maximillian silver fi fty centavos and 
peso, 1866 Mo (KM.387, 388.1).   Nearly extremely fi ne; 
very fi ne.  (2)  

 $240 

     

 3721* 
  Mexico,   Emperor Maximillian, silver peso 1866 Mo 
(KM.388.1).   Grey blue tone, good very fi ne.   

 $120 
 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3722 
  Mexico,   silver eight reales and pesos, 1870, 1873 Go, 1876 
Ga, 1882 Go, 1884Ga, 1892P, 1893D, 1897Ga, 1901 (2), 
1902 Zs, 1909, 1913, 1919, 1921, 1947, 1948, 1950, 
1953, 1953 (1753-1953), 1956, 1957, 1957 (fi ve pesos), 
1959, 1972, and 1973.   All in 2 x 2 holders described, fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (27)  

 $600 

     

part

 3723* 
  Mexico,   silver fi fty centavos, 1938 and 1944 (KM.447), 
peso 1908 GV (KM.409.2).   The fi rst two with full original 
mint bloom, the last toned extremely fi ne, the fi rst rare in 
this condition.  (3)  

 $250 
 The Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3724 
  Monaco,   proof silver ten francs, 1966 (KM.M1, Bruce 
XM1).   In case of issue, lining inside lid with light stains, 
FDC.   

 $100 

   3725 
  Morocco,   crown size ten dirhems Abd al-Hafi z, A.H. 1329Pa 
(KM.Y.25); French Protectorate, Yusuf, A.H. 1336Pa (KM.
Y.33).   Good very fi ne or better.  (2)   

 $150 

     

 3726* 
  Mozambique,   silver onca, 1843, (KM.26.1, Gomes 12.01). 
With usual countermarks, fi ne and rare.    

 $350

Ex W.J.D.  Mira Collection and Noble Numismatics Sale 91 (lot 2321).  
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 3727* 
  Mozambique,   silver ten escudos 1938 (KM.70).   Toning on 
reverse, otherwise uncirculated with mint lustre.   

 $150 

    

3728* 
  Netherlands,   Kingdom of Holland, silver rijksalder, 1808 
(KM.25).   Lightly toned subdued mint bloom choice 
uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

 In a slab by NGC as MS64. 

     

 3729* 
  Netherlands,   West Friesland, ducaton, 1793 (KM.127).   
Cleaned, very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3730 
  Netherlands,   Zwolle, silver lion daalder, 1641 (KM.38); 
Kingdom William II, two and a half gulden, 1846, William 
III, two and a half gulden, 1859 (KM.82), also, France, Louis 
XVI, silver ecu, 1785L (KM.564.9) and Mexico, eight reales, 
1880 Go (KM.377.8).   Toned fi ne - very fi ne.  (5)  

 $200 

   3731 
  Netherlands,   William I, copper half cent, 1832 (KM.51); 
William III, silver half gulden, 1858 (KM.92); silver twenty 
fi ve cents, 1825 (KM.48); Wilhelmina I, silver ten cents, 
1896 (KM.116); silver half gulden, 1913 (KM.147).   Fine 
- extremely fi ne.  (5)   

 $120 

   3732 
  Netherlands,   William II, copper half cent, 1846 (KM.68), 
silver ten cents, 1848 (KM.75); William III, silver ten cents, 
1877 (KM.80); Whilhelmina I, silver ten cents, 1896 (2) 
(KM.116) and 1912 (KM.145).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (6)   

 $80 

   3733 
  Netherlands,   William III, two and a half gulden, 1872 
(KM.82), Wilhelmina, two and a half gulden 1931, 1932, 
1939 (KM.165), Spain, Alfonso XIII, silver fi ve pesetas, 1893 
(KM.700) and 1898 (KM.707).   Fine - very fi ne.  (6)  

 $120 

   3734 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, silver gulden 1913 (KM.148).   
Toned, virtually uncirculated.  (2)   

 $140 

   3735 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, silver gulden 1913 (KM.148).   
Good very fi ne.    

 $60 

   3736 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina, silver two and a half gulden, 
1929 (2), 1930, 1932 (2), 1939 (2), 1943 (KM.165).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (8)  

 $300 

     

 3737 
     Netherlands East Indies, Indonesia, Batavian Issue emergency 
coinage, copper half stuiver, 1644, (KM.31, Scholten 18).   
Has been cleaned, otherwise a clear date and nearly very 
fi ne/nearly fi ne and scarce.    

 $120 

     

 3738* 
  Netherlands East Indies,   Batavia, silver quarter gulden 1802 
(KM.81).   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $120 

   3739 
  Netherlands East Indies,   Batavian Republic bonk coinage, 
one stuiver, 1805 (17.2gm), 1810 (13.7gm) (KM.21); two 
stuivers, 1804 (34.8gm), 1805 (35.85gm) (KM.211); United 
East India Co., Java, one stuiver, 1797 (19.55gm), 1798 
(21.3gm) (KM.180); two stuivers, 1797 (24.5gm), 1798 
(18gm) (KM.181).   Very good - very fi ne.  (9)  

 $250 
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 3740* 
  Netherlands East Indies,   British East India Company issue 
for Benculen, (settlement established by the British on the 
southwest coast of Sumatra), copper four keping or cash, 
dated 72 (probably 1672), (5.86 grams), obv. GCE in orb, 
(bale mark of the EIC), rev. 4 over 72.   Has been roughly 
conserved, otherwise fine or better, unpublished and 
apparently unique.   

 $900 

     

 3741* 
  Netherlands East Indies or Malaysia,   Dutch emergency issue 
of 1744, tin pitis, obverse with VOC monogram ao 1744, 
(VOC anno 1744), rev. plain with several scratch marks, 
(KM.-, Scholten -).   Good fi ne, extremely rare apparently 
unpublished in references.   

 $500 

 Maybe circulated in several Malay States including Selangor. 

     

 3742* 
  Netherlands East Indies,   Maluka in Borneo, 1813 (AH1228) 
an issue by Alexander Hare in his private estate from a 
grant by the Sultan, copper duit, obv. 'Duwit Mathrif' 
(market doit) in Arabic in shield, rev. date 1813 over 1228 
in hexagon shield, (KM.11, Scholten 981 [Pl.XIII]).   Fine or 
better and rare.   

 $100 
 The area was repossessed by the Dutch in 1816. 

     

 3743* 
  Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia),   countermarked coinage 
of Sumenep (on the eastern end of the Madura Island off 
the north-east coast of Java), silver cob eight reales of 
Mexico City Mint an issue of Philip V, [KM.47a), type with 
countermark of Sumenep in Arabic, and a fi ve petal fl ower 
or Madura star, and called a real batu, (KM.197 and known 
for both countermarks).   Countermarks very fi ne, host coin 
very good, rare.    

 $600 

     

 3744* 
  Nicaragua,   silver cordoba, 1912H (KM.16).   Obverse rim 
nick at 4 o'clock otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $150 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

     

 3745* 
  Nicaragua,   silver cordoba, 1912H (KM.16).   Rim bruise on 
edge, good very fi ne.     

 $150 

   3746 
  Norway,   bronze ore, 1876 (10), 1877 (5), 1878 (2), 1884 
(5), 1885, 1889, 1891 and 1893 (KM.352).   Very good - very 
fi ne.  (26)   

 $150 

   3747 
  Norway,   ten ore, 1926 (2), twenty fi ve ore, 1924, 1927 
(KM.383, 384).   Scarce in high grade, extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (4)   

 $200 

   3748 
  Norway,   minors including silver from 1819-1960 (39); 
Sweden, from 1648 for silver, 1718 for copper (93), Denmark 
from 1761 (56), Danish West Indies (2), all in small plastic 
album.   Fair - uncirculated.  (200)  

 $400 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3749 
  Palestine,   ten mils, 1935, 1939 (KM.4).   Good extremely 
fi ne; uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   3750 
  Palestine,   ten mils, 1939 (KM.4); fi fty mils, 1931 and 1935 
(KM.6); one hundred mils, 1933 (2) and 1935.   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (6)   

 $150 

   3751 
  Palestine,   silver fi fty mils, 1935 (2) and 1940 (KM.6).   
Extremely fi ne or better.  (3)   

 $50 
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 3752* 
  Peru,   Charles III, silver eight reales, (1770) pillar dollar 
type,obverse made into a calendar.   Toned very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3753 
  Peru,   Charles IIII, eight reales, 1806 JP LIMAE (KM.97).   
Nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3754* 
  Peru,   Ferdinand VII, eight reales, 1810 JP LIMAE (KM.106.2) 
small imaginary bust of Ferdinand VII.   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3755 
  Peru,   Ferdinand VII, eight reales, 1815 JP LIMAE 
(KM.117.1).   Very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 3756* 
  Peru,   Republic of South Peru, eight reales, 1837 BA 
(KM.170.1).   Has been plugged otherwise  very fi ne.   

 $70 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 

   3757 
  Poland,   from 1540, includes silver of 1836 (43); 
Czechoslovakia (43), Serbia, Yugoslavia and Romania 
including seven crowns (84), also Russia rouble 1817. All 
in album, f  air - uncirculated.  (171)  

 $350 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

     

 3758* 
  Portugal,   Alfonso VI, two hundred reis or half cruzado, 1666 
(KM.82, F.V.22).   Weak in places, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex Sotheby's, London, June 25, 1975 (lot 145) and Noble Numismatics 
Sale 92 (lot 2820). 

     

 3759* 
  Portugal,   Peter II, four hundred reis, 1690 (KM.154.3).   
Extremely fi ne.    

 $350 

   3760 
  Portugal,   Jose (Joseph I), two hundred reis, 1767 (KM.247.1); 
Maria I and Pedro III, four hundred reis 1782, others Maria 
II alone, four hundred reis 1835, (KM.273, 403.2).   Fine 
- very fi ne.  (3)  

 $160 

   3761 
  Portugal,   Joao as Prince Regent, four hundred reis, 1814, 
(KM.331); another 1821 (KM.356) (with ticket).   Good very 
fi ne; nearly very fi ne.  (2)  

 $80 

   3762 
  Portugal,   Carlos I, silver fi ve hundred reis, 1892, (KM.535); 
Republic, silver fi fty centavos 1914 (KM.561).   First brilliant 
uncirculated, second extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $110 

   3763 
  Portugal,   Manuel II, Peninsular War commemoratives, fi ve 
hundred reis, 1910, (KM.557); one thousand reis 1910, 
(KM.  558); Extremely fi ne; very fi ne.  (2)  

 $160 

     

 3764* 
  Portugal,   Republic, Commemorative of the Birth of the 
Republic, one escudo reis 1910, (KM.560).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $100 
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 3765* 
  Portugal,   Republic, Commemorative of the Battle of Ourique, 
ten escudos 1928 (KM.579).   Brilliant uncirculated.    

 $100 

   3766 
  Portugal,   (54) including large copper and 1748 silver 
two hundred reis, Colonies (12); Spain, including crowns 
from 1822, silver two reales 1870 star date (73) is toned 
extremely fi ne, earliest date 1658 (81), all in small album.   
Fair - uncirculated.  (147)  

 $500 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.  

   3767 
  Portugal,   and Colonies, including Timor, various silver and 
base metal issues, 1883-1970.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (15)  

 $100 

   

3768* 
  Russia,   Peter I (the Great), silver rouble (1705), overstruck 
on a thaler of Poland issued by Sigismund III (1587-1632), 
(Diakov 12; Bitkin 3; KM 122.2, original undertype issue as 
D.4314-5, c.1623-6).   Extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $10,000 

 In a slab by PCGS as AU53.  

    

 

 3769* 
  Russia,   Catherine I, silver rouble, 1725 St. Petersburg 
(KM.169).   Cleaned nearly very fi ne.   

 $720 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Sale.  

     

 3770* 
  Russia,   Peter II, silver rouble, 1728 (KM.182.2).   Good very 
fi ne.   

 $500 

     

 3771* 
  Russia,   Anne, silver rouble 1738 (KM.204).   Very fi ne.    

 $670 
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 3772* 
  Russia,   Elizabeth, silver rouble, 1745, Moscow (KM.C.19.1).   
Cleaned, good fi ne.    

 $400 

     

 3773* 
  Russia,   Catherine II, silver rouble 1773 (KM.67.2).   Cleaned 
very fi ne.    

 $400 

     

 3774* 
  Russia,   Paul I, silver rouble, 1798 (KM.C101a).   Good very 
fi ne, scarce in this condition.    

 $500 

   3775 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver fi ve kopeks, 1832 and 1852 (KM.
C.163), Alexander II, 1862 (KM.Y.19.2); silver rouble, 1879 
(KM.Y.25).   The fi rst three toned, good very fi ne, the last 
cleaned of corrosion on the reverse, very fi ne.  (4)   

 $50 

   3776 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver roubles, 1828 and 1830 (KM.
C.161).   Good fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

     

Lot 3777

 3777* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver rouble, 1830 (KM.C.161).   Cleaned 
very fi ne.    

 $400 

     

 3778* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver rouble, 1831 (KM.C.161).   Toned 
extremely fi ne.    

 $350 

     

 3779* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver rouble, 1833, (KM.C.168.1).   
Toned, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $150 

     

 3780* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, commemorative silver rouble, 1834, 
Alexander I monument (KM.C.169).   Surface marks 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne with brilliance.    

 $1,000 

     

 3781* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, commemorative silver rouble, 1839, 
Battle of Borodino (KM.C.170).   Nearly uncirculated and 
rare in this condition.    

 $2,000 
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 3782* 
  Russia,   Nicholas I, silver rouble 1850 (KM.C.168.1).   
Cleaned good very fi ne.    

 $370 

     

 3783* 
  Russia,   Alexander II, silver rouble, 1878 (KM.Y.25).   Good 
extremely fi ne.    

 $400 

   3784 
  Russia,   Alexander II, silver rouble 1878 (KM.Y.25), Nicholas 
II, silver rouble 1898 (KM.59.3), 300th Anniversary of 
Romanov Dynasty silver rouble 1913 (KM.70) (2); silver 
fi fty kopecks, 1899 (KM.58.2), (Republic) 1922 (2) (KM.
Y.83) 1925, 1926 (KM.Y.89.2), copper fi ve kopeck 1870.   
Fine - extremely fi ne.  (10)   

 $120 

     

 3785* 
  Russia,   Alexander III, commemorative silver rouble, 1883, 
coronation (KM.Y.43).   Cleaned, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $250 

     

 3786* 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, silver coronation rouble 1896 (KM.
Y.60).   Toned, good extremely fi ne.    

 $200 

     

 3787* 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, commemorative  silver rouble, 1896, 
coronation (KM.Y.60).   Cleaned good extremely fi ne.    

 $320 

   3788 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, silver rouble, 1913 BC 300th Anniversary 
of Romanov Dynasty (KM.Y.70).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $80 

     

 3789* 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, silver rouble, 1915 BC (KM.Y.59.3).   
Original frosty mint bloom, nearly uncirculated.    

 $250 

    

 

part

 3790* 
  Russia,   assortment of copper issues including Catherine II 
the Great, Siberia ten kopeck 1774, dates range from 1743 
to 1891 (Finland, ten pennia).   Mostly fair - fi ne.  (20)  

 $240 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection. 
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   3791 
  San Marino,   silver fi ve lire, 1938R, (KM.9); Spain, twenty 
five pesetas, 1957BA type, (KM.787).   Uncirculated; 
extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $90 

   3792 
  Serbia,   Yugoslavia, minors in plastic pages and bags, 1868-
1995, various including, year sets 1992-4, sold with owner's 
typed list of dates and denominations.   Fine - uncirculated.  
(approx 100)   

 $150 

   3793 
  South Africa,   ZAR, silver threepence, 1897 (KM.3); George 
V, silver sixpence, 1926 (KM.16.1); silver shilling, 1923 
(KM.17.1); Southern Rhodesia, George VI, silver sixpences, 
1937 (KM.10) and 1946 (KM.17a).   Nearly extremely fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (5)   

 $60 

   3794 
  South Africa,   ZAR, silver sixpence, 1895 (KM.4); silver two 
shillings, 1894 (KM.6); Union, George V, silver shillings, 
1923 (KM.17.1) and 1928 (KM.17.2).   Nearly very fi ne.  
(4)    

 $70 

   3795 
  South Africa,   ZAR, halfcrown, 1894, 1895, fl orin 1896, 
shilling 1896, sixpence 1896, threepence 1897, penny 1898, 
shilling 1892 and fl orin 1894 both engraved with President 
Kruger wearing top hat and smoking a pipe; George V 
- Elizabeth II and Republic 1923-1962 incomplete crowns 
1947 (2) - 1961, missing 1959; Southern Rhodesia, 1932-
1957 incomplete, Ghana (5) in small plastic album.   Very 
good - uncirculated.  (145)  

 $350 

 Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection  

   3796 
  South Africa,   fl orins, 1924, 1943, 1960 (KM.18, 29, 50); 
twenty cents, 1961 (KM.61); mint sets, 1969 (2, English and 
Afrikaans types) (KM.MS5, 6); proof one rand, 1993, two 
rand, 1989, 1993 (KM.168, 139, 151).   The fi rst four coins 
good fi ne - good very fi ne, the rest uncirculated - FDC.  (9)   

 $130 

   3797 
  South Africa,   proof one rand, 1985, 1986, 1990-1992, 
1994 (KM.116, 119, 141-143, 167); proof two rand, 1992 
(KM.145).   In cases of issue, some toned especially 1986 
issue, otherwise FDC.  (7)  

 $100 

   3798 
  South Africa,   Republic, short proof sets, 1961, 1962, 1963, 
1964 (KM.PS51, 54, 57, 60), 1987, 1988, 1989 (KM.PS128, 
134, 136).   In blue cases of issue, clasps damaged on fi rst 
case, coins toned, nearly FDC - FDC.  (7)  

 $100 

   3799 
  South Africa,   proof sets, 1966, 1984-1994 (KM.PS67, 122-
124, 128, 131, 136, 139, 142-145); proof set of three silver 
commemorative one rand, 1988 (KM.PS134); mint set, 1994 
(KM.MS30); pattern pieces of new coin sizes, set of nine, 
1989, in folder.   Some light toning in most sets, the mint set 
with writing on cover, otherwise uncirculated - FDC.  (15)   

 $300 

   3800 
  South Africa,   Republic, mint sets, 1967 - 1989 (KM.MS1 
- MS26).   Uncirculated.  (26)  

 $150 

   3801 
  South Africa,   tokens various issues includes Cape Town 
Whyte & Co 1861 and J.W. Irwin 1879, also Ceylon 
Maddema Mills 1877, Indian Tea tokens, Sychet Survanah 
Valley (2), all on album page.   Very good - extremely fi ne.  
(30)   

 $100 

   3802 
  South Africa,   tokens, mostly mining and store, all in 2 x 2 
holders and described with Hern numbers, includes Irwin, 
J.W., Cape Town 1879 (H.292a), two unattributed, Cowes 
Bridge 1/2d and G.I.B 6.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (25)  

 $100 

   3803 
  Southern Rhodesia,   silver crown 1953 (KM.27).   Extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (2)  

 $50 

   3804 
  Spain,   Castile, Alfonso XI, (1312-1350), silver dinero, 
Coruna Mint, obv. bust to left, ALFONSVS DO GRA R 
around, rev. CASTELLE LEGIONIS around, castle, scallop 
below, (Cayon 1193, Burgos 305).   Toned, very fi ne, round 
and rare with CNG ticket.    

 $70 

    

 

 3805 
  Spain,   Philip IV, eight reales, 1659/32 BR monogram below, 
Segovia Mint (KM.111).   Mount removed from top, nearly 
very fi ne.   

 $250 

   3806 
  Spain,   Ferdinand VII, eight reales, 1817 GJ Madrid Mint 
(KM.466.3).   Nearly very fi ne/very fi ne.   

 $120 
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   3807 
  Spain,   Isabel II, twenty reales, 1850 (KM.595.2), 1850 CL 
(KM.592.1).   Very good - fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 3808* 
  Spain,   Alfonso XII, fi ve pesetas 1876 (76), DFM, Madrid 
mint, (KM.671).   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $130 

     

 3809* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip II, (1555-1598), silver hemi ecu, 
1586, Tournai Mint, (17.07 grams), obv. Philip II bust left, 
around PHS D G HISP Z REX CO HAN, 15 tower 86, rev. 
crowned arms, around DOMINVS MIHI ADIVITOR, (cf.
VG&H 211-14 but a variant in obverse legend).   Double 
struck, very fi ne or better, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $300 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. The obverse legend is at variant to expected and 
may be a result of another mule issue of Flanders for use at Tournai with 
the tower symbol. 

      

 3810* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip II, silver fi fth of ecu, 1594 
(VG&H 215/14); Philip IV, silver escalin (4.80 grams), 1630, 
Tournai Mint, obv. lion rampant to left, rev. crowned arms, 
(KM.41, VG&H 333/9) (illustrated).   Very good, very fi ne 
and scarce, comes with collector's card description.  (2)  

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3811 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, ducatone, 1659, Flanders 
(D.4457).   Cleaned, otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $150 

    

 

 3812* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, silver patagon, (27.15 
grams), 1634, Tournai mint, obv. St. Andrews cross crowned, 
divides date, rev. crowned arms in order collar, (KM.A42, 
VG&H 329-9, Del 300, D.4464).   Very fi ne and rare, comes 
with collector's card description.    

 $200 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 84 
(lot 2326). 

     

 3813* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, silver patagon, (27.82 grams), 
1655, Tournai Mint, obv. St. Andrews cross crowned, divides 
date, rev. crowned arms in order collar, (KM.A42, VG&H 
329-9, Del 300, D.4464).   Dark tone, nearly very fi ne and 
scarce, comes with collector's card description.    

 $150 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3814 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Charles II, ducatone, 1673 (D.4475).   
Cleaned, however still with some old corrosion, otherwise 
good.   

 $100 
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 3815* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Tournai, Siege coinage, silver twenty 
sols, 1709, obv. bust of Marshall da Surville to left, value 
above, rev. plain, square fl an, (KM.8, Del 363, M.112.14).   
Good very fine and rare, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $250 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from the collection of Francois-Ernest de 
Salm-Reifferscheid (1698-1770) (Bishop of Tournai 17 Dec 1731 to 16 
Jun 1770). 

     

 3816* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Tournai, Siege coinage, silver twenty 
sols, 1709, obv. bust of Marshall da Surville to left, value 
above, rev. plain, square fl an, (KM.8, Del 363, M.112.14).   
Nearly very fine and rare, comes with collector's card 
description.   

 $200 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection and from the collection of Francois-Ernest de 
Salm-Reifferscheid (1698-1770) (Bishop of Tournai 17 Dec 1731 to 16 
Jun 1770). 

      

 3817* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, silver quarter of a patagon, 
(7.03 grams), 1634, Tournai Mint, obv. St. Andrews cross 
crowned, divides date, rev. crowned arms in order collar, 
(KM.47, VG&H 331/9).   Very fi ne and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.    

 $100 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

   3818 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, silver half of a patagon, 
(13.36 grams), 1648, Tournai Mint, obv. St. Andrews 
cross crowned, divides date, rev. crowned arms in order 
collar, (KM.48, VG&H 330/9).   Fine and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.    

 $50 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

      

 3819* 
  Spanish Netherlands,   Philip IV, silver half of a patagon, 
(13.90 grams), 1652, Tournai Mint, obv. St. Andrews 
cross crowned, divides date, rev. crowned arms in order 
collar, (KM.48, VG&H 330/9).   Fine and rare, comes with 
collector's card description.    

 $80 

 Ex Coppenolle Collection. 

 


